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ABSTRACT: The research proposes an environmental quality system assessment in hospital patient's rooms, based on 

a series of spreadsheets that define a global index, resulting from measurement of spatial, technological and 

perceptive parameters.  
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INTRODUCTION  

This research has, as ultimate goal, the development of 

an environmental quality system evaluation in hospital 

patient’s rooms, through the identification of estimative 

parameters and criteria for improving the level of 

quality. 

Often definition of environmental quality - in interior - 

focuses on individual design aspects: frequently 

environmental comfort is considered as a kind of 

satisfying, neglecting most important parameters such as 

sensory and perceptual aspects. 
 

These are parameters derived from human interaction 

with environment, which is not seen as a key element in 

space design. 
 

Analysis of recent literature and studies of some sample 

cases, have led to understand that the environmental 

quality concept and its design interpretation have been 

widely shared in theoretical design, but less in the 

operational design. 
 

A standardized methodology does not exist, to 

synthesise and apply all the parameters of the 

environmental quality in interiors. 
 

The research, developed during the PhD experience, has 

explored recent experiences of hospital patient’s room 

design, identifying strengths, weaknesses, and 

highlighting how environmental quality is interpreted in 

a very variable view, depending on designer sensitivity, 

to one or more aspects. 
 

Noted the lack of a "normalized" quality index, we have 

identified a series of quality indicator parameters and 

studied an evaluation method based on these indicators, 

capable of providing a value within a comparable scale. 

A scoring system has been developed based on Excel 

spreadsheets, divided by category of parameters, which 

allow to evaluate the quality of individual interior  

aspects. 
 

The multiplicity of parameters investigated and their 

complex structure did not allow, of course, an 

immediate equalization between spreadsheets. 
 

Then the need to locate a “normalizer element” that 

would allow to plot the values obtained from the 

different spreadsheets to a single scale of comparison 

has been realized. 
 

This normalizing factor was identified in Maslow’s 

pyramid, an American psychologist (1908 - 1970) that 

theorized, between 1943 and 1954, the Hierarchy of 

needs. 
 

According to his theory the needs are hierarchical: to 

justify a desire to meet those of the next category, it is 

necessary that those in the previous category are already 

satisfied. Achieving customer satisfaction is the 

objective and that is what motivates people. 

 

The pyramid has 5 categories of needs, at the base are 

primary (or physiological) needs, essential to survival, 

then there are needs related to security, affection, self-

esteem and, ultimately, the needs related to the 

implementation of own being. 

 

The choice of Maslow's Pyramid, as a system of 

standardization, derives from awareness that users have 

a hub of design and wants to give more or less weight to  

various parameters identified, on basis of their effect in 

relation to users needs. 
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By normalizing all values it was possible to reach the 

global quality index definition consisting of three sub - 

indices: Spatial Quality Index, Technological Quality 

Index, Perceptual Quality Index. 

 

INTERIOR DESIGN AND QUALITY CONCEPT 

In very detail and complex, hospital spaces design has to 

deal with growing demand for quality space and 

resource optimization. 
 

This new design approach is central to debate on 

scientific and technical issues related to the hospital 

space quality. 
 

Reconstruction of birth and evolution of hospital 

institution was a long and very complex task, where, 

throughout history, medical and social aspects interact 

with architectural, technological, legislative and 

organizational aspects, resulting in typical scenarios for 

each historical period. 
 

In fact hospital spaces design evolution shows a 

complex scenario, in constant evolution and change. 
 

Particularly in Italy, the debate results in the publication 

of a study, commissioned by the Ministry of Health and 

conducted by a team led by Renzo Piano, a moment of 

deep reflection on a role that environmental quality 

plays in therapeutic processes. The "Dossier New 

Hospital Model" emphasizes the importance of space’s 

humanization and the need for an high level indoor 

comfort, with as cornerstones of a successful design to 

achieve environment, engineering and technology 

reliability and dimensional and technological 

appropriateness. 
 

The importance of indoor environmental quality, and 

even more so in hospital spaces, is emphasized by 

Gaetano Maria Fara: “In any situation bounded by a 

confined space, indoor environmental quality greatly 

influences the quality of well-being. In particular, as 

regards health, the quality of built environment is an 

adjuvant for therapeutic purposes: here because 

hospitals require a special design attention.” [1] 
 

Analyzing the level of quality is often very difficult, 

however, mainly because of the lack of a standardized 

method applicable to different cases, “The design 

quality is a key element to hospital success and to allow, 

to successfully deliver health services. But quality 

verification included in a project presents many 

difficulties. It seems evident that quality is a complex 

value, related to tools and subjectivity of those who 

analyze.” [2] 

Quality level can be assessed only through parameters 

identification that can easily be evaluated according to 

well-defined amount and development of a comparison 

system of various values. 

 

These parameters should have an impact on three 

different aspects of interiors comfort and lead to the 

definition of three separate indices: spatial quality index, 

technological quality index and sensory perception 

quality index. 
 

 

EVALUATION PARAMETERS 

Identification of quality evaluation parameters has been 

carried forward looking primarily to user’s needs and to 

repercussions that they entail in terms of interior design. 

The concept of needs is quite intuitive and has been 

transposed, in UNI 10838: 1999 [3] “What is required 

for user proper operation or for a technological 

function” 

 

The first adopted reference for the identification of 

parameters was the UNI 8289: 1981[4], that brings 

together the various user needs in seven classes: 

Safety: 

Set of conditions relating to users safety, as well as 

damage defense and prevention depending on accidental 

factors, in building systems working. 

Wellness: 

Set of conditions relating to building system condition, 

adequate system to life, health and carrying out the 

activities of users. 

Usability: 

Set of conditions relating to the attitude of building 

systems to be properly used by people in their activities 

Appearance: 

Set of conditions regarding the perceptual use of 

building systems by users. 

Management: 

Set of conditions relating to building system 

management. 

Integration: 

Set of conditions relating to the attitude of building 

systems to functionally connect to each other.  

Environmental protection:  

Set of conditions relating to the maintenance and 

improvement of environmental systems in which the 

building is placed. 
 

Seven classes defined by UNI 8289: 1981, were 

compared to 5 categories: Biological and Physiological 

needs, Safety needs, Belongingness and Love needs, 

Esteem needs, Actualization, deduced from the theories 

of Abraham Maslow. 
 

Therefore a grid of parameters was constructed in this 

study related to three main categories: Spatial Quality, 

Technological and Perceptual Quality. 

In Spatial Quality category, there are all parameters 

relating to hospital rooms as an environment in its 

spatial conformation and include e. g.  spaces allocation, 
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indoor comfort, architectural barriers removal, and 

spaces flexibility. 
 

In Technological Quality category, there are all 

parameters relating to characteristics of individual 

technical elements of construction, fixtures and furniture 

and interior fittings. These parameters comprise e.g. 

external walls thermal transmittance, windows thermal 

transmittance, furniture ergonomic aspects and 

efficiency level of a plant. 
 

In Perceptual Quality category there are all those 

parameters related to the interaction man - environment, 

i.e. physical and functional information interactions that 

are established between users and the environment they 

live in. Evans and Mitchell McCoy identify these 

iterations as stimulation, consistency, affordances and 

control. [5] 

 

 

CALCULATION METHOD 

To achieve certain individual parameters of three quality 

categories and performance, highest standards of 

achievable quality have been established for each 

performance. A scale of rating, variable from 0 to 10 is 

defined, wherein the value 0  is assigned to the 

minimum required performance and the value 10 to the 

maximum attainable, while for performance below the 

minimum limit a negative score equal to – 10 is 

assigned. 
 

Evaluated parameters were divided in relation to the 

category to which they belong and the normative and / 

or science references, according to the following 

synthesis tables: 

 

 
Table 1: Summary of Spatial parameters  

 

Space – Functional 

Parameters 

Minimum space provision:  

Room’s size 

Minimum space provision: 

Number of single rooms 

Spatial distribution: 

Proper utilization of space 

Architectural barriers elimination: 

Manoeuvring space 

Architectural barriers elimination: 

Doors and frames 

Architectural barriers elimination: 

Furniture and terminals 

Architectural barriers elimination: 

Toilets 

Space flexibility: 

Flexible organization of space 

Sanitation facilities: 

Number of users per toilet 

Space Functionality: 

Operability of medical staff 

Environmental 

Parameters 

Thermo hygrometric comfort: 

Indoor temperature 

Thermo hygrometric comfort: 

Relative Humidity 

Thermo hygrometric comfort: 

Ventilation 

Thermo hygrometric comfort: 

Air quality 

Visual comfort: 

Average daylight factor  

 
 

Table 2: Summary of Technological parameters  

 

External walls 

Safety:  

Resistance 

Safety:  

Reaction to fire 

Safety:  

Safe to touch 

Comfort: 

Thermal insulation 

Comfort: 

Acoustic insulation 

 

 

 

 

Window frames 

Safety:  

Resistance 

Comfort: 

Solar radiation control 

Comfort: 

Thermal insulation 

Comfort: 

Acoustic insulation 

Internal walls 

Safety:  

Resistance 

Safety:  

Reaction to fire 

Comfort: 

Acoustic insulation 

Cleanability: 

Surface finish 

Interior doors 

Safety:  

Resistance 

Safety:  

Reaction to fire 

Comfort: 

Acoustic insulation 

Floors 

Safety:  

Resistance 

Safety:  

Reaction to fire 

Comfort: 

Acoustic insulation 
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Table 3: Summary of Perceptual parameters  

 

Stimulation 

Sensory stimulation:  

Inputs provided by space 

Spatial complexity: 

Space variety 

Consistency 

Geometric regularity:  

Level of space understanding  

Ease of orientation: 

Number of orientation points 

Affordances 
Information clarity:  

Coherence between elements 

Control 

Privacy: 

Presence of private domain 

Contact with outside: 

Presence of overlooking 

 

 

For each evaluated parameter an excel spreadsheet was 

built through which, with inclusion of objective 

evaluation data, a score was obtained for that parameter. 

In this way, therefore, we have obtained a series of 

numerical values related to spatial, technological or 

perceptual performance. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: An example of the developed spreadsheet.  

 

 

Obtained values  are, clearly, quite heterogeneous and 

not directly comparable. So the use of the Maslow’s 

pyramid was necessary as means of normalization, 

assigning to parameters falling in “Biological needs” a 

normalizing factor equal to 5 and going to decrease until 

reaching a factor equal to 1 at the pyramids top level. 

 

 
Figure 2: Normalization parameters in relation to Maslow’s 

pyramid. 

 

 

For each of the three parameter’s categories, a quality 

index derived from individual requirements performance 

evaluation was defined. The sum of three indices, thus 

obtained, will define “Quality Index”, which allows to 

have a defined numerical value; in this way it will be 

possible to compare obtained values in a global variable 

scale of rating between 0 and 100. 

 

Obtained results  easily identifiable by a graph that 

allows immediate classification of quality level within a 

reference range:  

Very low (for scores below 20 points),  

Low (for scores including between 20 and 40 points) 

Sufficient (for scores between 40 and 60 points)  

Good (for scores between 60 and 80 points)  

Excellent (for scores between 80 and 100 points). 

According to obtained score, information on parameters 

improvement is given to increase the quality level. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Final graph with identification of Quality Index and 

suggestions for designers. 
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 DISCUSSION AND CASE STUDY 

Given equal importance of every single parameter with 

respect to the other and having already introduced, 

within the evaluation of the various parameters, a 

normalizing factor, the three sub-indices simply provide 

global quality indexes, through their sum, in relation to 

the number of parameters that define each sub-index. 

 

The evaluation method has been verified through 

application to a case study: a patient room of Neurology 

Department in United Hospitals of Ancona. 

 

The application to a case study allowed to verify, as 

indeed pointed out by users, the lack of all aspects of 

perceptual quality. 

 

Precisely the application to a single case study has led to 

choose and to identify the global quality index through 

summation of the three sub-indices and, especially, 

through assumption as a value of normalizing factor in 

numbers between1 and 5. 

 

In this way, clearly, an amplified result is obtained, 

which exasperates the value of quality index but that, in 

a single case study, allows an immediate reading. 

Wanting to use the method as a means of comparison, 

further studies will proceed with the application to an 

appropriate number of case studies in order to assess 

changes to the method of calculation. 

 

In this way it may, if necessary, introduce a system of 

weighting between the three sub-indices for the 

definition of global quality index. In addition, it will 

come to define an optimal range for normalizing factor. 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The result of this study is the development of a method 

and, in particular, of a “global index” for the evaluation 

of the indoor comfort level in hospital’s rooms.  

 

The developed index is resulting from measurement of 

spatial, technological and perceptive (nomalized) 

parameters and was tested in a real case study. 

 

The developed method was created as a user friendly 

tool, enabling designers and organization managers in 

hospitals to evaluate the quality offered to users. 

 

The word “quality” encompasses all aspects: interior 

size analyzing, energy efficiency, building components 

performance, and interactions human - space. 

 

This definition comes from knowing that a responsible 

design has to notice the interaction between many 

factors that influence the quality of an interior. Thinking 

of an architectural design that takes account of 

environmental protection, it is most important to keep in 

mind interactions that develop between a space and 

users that enjoy it. Because on users behavior depend 

also many benefits, in terms of environmental loads of a 

building. 

 

The spreadsheet is intended as an evaluation tool to help 

designers to design new buildings, or for testing the 

existing buildings quality. 

 

Through simple compilation of some fields, it’s easy to 

evaluate interior quality level and consequently to 

program necessary interventions to improve this level, 

evaluating on what parameters it is more convenient to 

operate. 

 

The tool, designed for a specific case study, maybe as a 

result of further developments, will be integrated and 

modified to be applicable, not only to hospital patient’s 

rooms, but also to other interiors, where spatial, 

technological and perceptual quality are key factor to 

ensure the correct use of spaces. 
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